!
In the summer of 2012 I studied abroad in Costa Rica for 6 weeks followed by a 4 week
bicycle tour of Cuba. Prior to this I had sought to engage with political themes through my
painting, however these experiences deepened and personalized my commitment to the themes
I had been working with. In Costa Rica I stayed with a middle class family and was struck by
their political views. I remember my host father saying that he was proud to pay taxes: to give
back to the society that had given him so much. He also described, how he thought Cuba was in
many ways more free than the US, because here freedom is largely defined by the size of one’s
bank account. These views resonated with me, characterizing a dramatically different perception
of social responsibility than is espoused within the US. In Cuba, biking allowed me to get away
from tourist areas and into the interior of the island, meeting farmers, students, and families. It
has taken me some time to process my thoughts from Cuba, and they are still complex.
However, returning to the United States, I was most struck by the hollowness of the refrain that
the government cannot afford to provide healthcare, education, food, and housing for its people.
It is a question of priorities not resources: we have the money, what we currently lack is
empathy. Directly experiencing the divide between Latin America and the US planted this idea
deeper than any textbook ever could. My art has evolved along with these experiences, as I’ve
tried to deal with some of the complexities surrounding radical social change. In particular my
piece Vencedores responded to my experiences in Cuba, and Shoulder to Shoulder addressed
my feelings toward individuals within the history of radical change.

